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ABSTRACT

NICKO DANDY RAMADHANA. THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF THE BALI NINE NEWS IN METRO TV. A thesis: Jakarta, English Department, Faculty of Arts and Languages, State University of Jakarta. 2015

This study analyzed the process of production and consumption of the Bali Nine news in Metro TV and mainly focused on the coverage of the news presented in the programme Indonesia Now. The analysis for the process of production and consumption of the Bali Nine news implemented the encoding-decoding theory by Stuart Hall. Meanwhile, the analysis of the news coverage in Indonesia Now implemented the textual analysis by Fairclough. The result of the study determined the encoded meanings implanted by Metro TV during the production process of the Bali Nine news, the political view of Metro TV towards the Bali Nine news, as well as the decoding position of the viewers when watching the news in Metro TV, in particular the programme Indonesia Now.
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